MICROSOFT TEAMS AUDIT
DISCOVER THE TRUTH ABOUT HOW PEOPLE ARE USING TEAMS QUANTIFY RISK, ASSESS USAGE AND PROMOTE EFFECTIVE ADOPTION

ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR MICROSOFT TEAMS INVESTMENT?
Microsoft Teams plays an essential role in keeping your business running smoothly and productively. It
facilitates collaboration and communication, and is the ideal tool for joined-up working, whatever your
organisational model.
However, Teams doesn't run itself. Whether you’ve taken a controlled or organic approach to your rollout, you’ll want to know how Microsoft Teams is being used and if your data is safe and secure.
ASSESS YOUR PRIORITIES, IMPROVE THE USER EXPERIENCE
Modality’s Microsoft Teams Audit reviews key data on configuration, adoption, governance and the
quality of your Teams call and meeting experiences – providing vital insight to the overall health,
compliance and productivity of your Microsoft Teams environment.

SURFACING THE INSIGHTS
Your Microsoft Teams Audit will deliver:
• Red, Amber and Green (RAG) status report for key metrics, with expert
commentary and recommendations from Microsoft Teams specialists
o Adoption and Usage
o Security and Compliance
o Call and Meeting Experiences
o Configuration
• Presentation summary of report findings
• Online meeting to discuss findings and recommendations

Armed with this data and advice, you’ll know where to concentrate your efforts
to remove any risk or performance issues, and maximise your investment in
Microsoft Teams.
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MICROSOFT TEAMS AUDIT
BENEFITS

Transparency for stakeholders
Provides status of collaboration, network reliability and governance threats
Highlights potential risks/weaknesses/deficiencies
Quantifies usage of all key Teams activities
Recommends priority actions to aid decision-making
Establishes a baseline for growth and improvement
Our experts will audit your Teams data, knowing the role each statistic plays and why it
matters. Able to see the good practises as well as areas you can improve, our Microsoft
Teams specialists will articulate for you the true business impact of a well-run Teams
operation, and advise on the best corrective actions to put in place to achieve this.

Armed with information from a Microsoft Teams Audit, you can take steps to:

DRIVE POSITIVE CHANGE

Understand pain points and empower
users with the tools and training
materials to succeed

IMPROVE USER EXPERIENCE

Share high-value use cases, showcase
Teams best practice with practical
examples

IDENTIFY AND ELIMINATE RISK
Focus your efforts on prioritised risk
areas, educate users on threat
awareness and prevention

INCREASE ROI

Centralise activity in Teams; reduce time
wasted on emails, document versions
and finding the right team to join

CONTACT US ABOUT YOUR MICROSOFT TEAMS AUDIT

Ask a question via email: sales@modalitysystems.com
Call for more information: +44 20 3300 1370

modalitysystems.com
+44 2033 001 370
enquiries@modalitysystems.com

